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At the time, various labor scholars felt that existing professional organizations, while effective and worthwhile
in their own way, did not focus on labor history and lacked an emphasis on workers and local worker
organizations. Conversations about forming a new organization occurred on various listservs , especially,
H-Labor, part of H-Net. At a caucus of interested historians at the North American Labor History Conference
in Detroit , Michigan , participants decided to form a new association. An organizing committee, chaired by
Elizabeth Faue and Julie Greene , and a constitution and by-laws committee, led by John Bukowczyk and
Roger Horowitz , were formed. A constitution was drafted in late and early , and the organizing committee
debated the constitution in mid Carnegie Mellon University its first vice-president. Organizational structure[
edit ] Membership in LAWCHA is essentially open to the public, although as of late most members were
academics or labor union members. In practice, the members delegate authority to the board of directors and
the executive committee. A president, vice-president, treasurer and secretary. Officers serve two-year terms,
and the president and vice-president are term-limited to one term only. Ordinarily, the vice-president succeeds
the president, who then stays on the executive committee as immediate past president. One-third of the board
is up for re-election each year. The officers and executive secretary constitute an executive committee, which
governs the organization between meetings of the membership and the board of directors. The membership
newsletter began publication in and now appears once a year, under the editorship of Rosemary Fuerer.
Studies in Working-Class History of the Americas , which began publication in as well. In February , the
entire editorial board and much of the staff of the journal Labor History left that publication after a
disagreement with publisher Taylor and Francis over the direction of the journal. Studies in Working-Class
History of the Americas. The award was given to the best new academic journal to start publication in the
previous three years. The journal was renamed Labor: Studies in Working-Class History in Labor and
Working-Class History.
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Inclusion of grey literature into a systematic review is recommended in order to help minimize publication
calendrierdelascience.com inclusion of grey literature in systematic reviews is widely recognized as important and
international organizations have incorporated this information in their guidelines and manuals for working on reviews and
meta-analyses.

Download PDF version of guide for print I. Introduction The Goodson Law Library has extensive holdings in
Canadian law, emphasizing English language material, housed either in the reference collection or on Level 1
under call numbers beginning with KE. The collection is arranged beginning with national statutes, followed
by administrative codes, gazettes, case digests and reporters, and then other material, such as treatises.
Following the national collection, the provincial collections are arranged in a similar fashion. Canadian law
journals are shelved on Level 4 with Law Periodicals, alphabetically by title. Quicklaw currently as of October
requires individual user registration while issues with IP access are restored. Current Law School students,
faculty, and staff may contact the Reference Desk for registration information. Contains lists of primary
sources and an extensive treatment of Canadian law databases. This is a good, concise introduction to
Canadian resources which includes checklists to follow in researching. Tjaden, Ted, Researching Canadian
Law. Includes an introduction to the Canadian legal system and information about both print and online
resources. Treatises The Law Library owns many treatises on Canadian law. Most are classified under KE and
are located on Level 1. Among the basic texts explaining the Canadian legal system are: Forcese, Craig, The
Laws of Government: The Legal Foundations of Canadian Democracy, 2d ed. McCormack, Nancy and
Melanie R. Delves into the historical background for Canadian law. Gives basic legal concepts and a
description of the Canadian legal system. Additional treatises on particular legal topics can be found in the
Duke Libraries Catalog with a subject search for [topic] â€” Canada; e. The "Essentials of Canadian Law"
series, published by Irwin Law, is an excellent starting place for many Canadian legal subjects. The database
vLex provides electronic access to many of the recent titles in that series, which are also available in print at
the library. Other recommended treatises for specific legal topics can be found on the Canadian Legal
Research and Writing Guide Suggested Textbooks page. Encyclopedias and Digests Another good place to
start your research is one of the digests or encyclopedias of Canadian law. The online version combines and
updates the text of two separate print encyclopedias, both no longer updated in print at the Goodson Law
Library: C21, updated through in print , which focuses on federal law and provincial law of the Western
portion of Canada. Entries in the Digest provide a textual summary of the law with extensive footnotes to
primary sources. Quicklaw also contains JurisClasseur Quebec, a French-language encyclopedia covering
Quebecois law, and the Canada Digest, a compilation of various topical digest services. Users may search or
browse the various digest subtopics to access the case law summaries, which date back to The Canadian
Abridgment, 3d ed. This comprehensive work includes case digests, statute and case citations, a consolidated
table of cases and an Index to Canadian Legal Literature Reference Indexes which includes both treatises and
periodicals. C will help you use this work in print. To access Canadian case law by topic online, see Section
V. Provincial courts hear cases involving provincial law and most federal law cases. Although there are
variations, all the provinces have developed a system with trial courts of general jurisdiction whose names
vary from province to province whose decisions may be appealed to courts of appeal. Canada has a Federal
Court of limited jurisdiction, known until as the Exchequer Court, which hears such matters as copyright,
patents, and claims against the federal government. The decisions of both federal and provincial courts may be
appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada, which is also the constitutional court. The website of the Supreme
Court of Canada provides a good explanation of the Canadian judicial system. Finding case law for Canada is
similar to finding case law in the United States. There are reporters for the provincial, territorial, and federal
courts. Canadian decisions are also available in electronic format on Quicklaw , Lexis Advance , Westlaw ,
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HeinOnline , and free websites. The reporters available through Duke include: Coverage of this official
publication begins in Since all decisions have been reported in both French and English. This reporter series
contains all appellate cases but only a selection of trial cases. Exchequer Court decisions are located in the
official publication, Reports of the Exchequer Court of Canada, from to , and Canada Law Reports: Exchequer
Court of Canada both at KE A23 from to its demise in Supreme Court of Canada KE Beginning with , a
commercially produced reporter, National Reporter KE D66 is a weekly report of both provincial and federal
cases throughout Canada. It began in and is presently in its 4th series. Provincial There are two regional
reporters that publish provincial decisions. These provinces now have their own reporters and the Law Library
does not collect the regional reporter. The Law Library has a selection of the current provincial reporters and
some earlier reporter series. Provincial reporters are published for each of the provinces and territories, except
for Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland, which have a combined reporter. Provincial reports for other
areas began only in the late s or early s. Subject Law Reporters Although searchable online databases like
Quicklaw and Westlaw have made it easier to quickly locate case law on a certain topic, many subject law
reporters are also published for Canada. They include standard areas of law, such as patents, family law and
securities, as well as some that you may not expect, such as human rights. Case Updating As in United States
legal research, all cases must be updated Canadians generally refer to updating cases as "noting up". It is
possible to update cases from the Supreme Court of Canada and other federal courts, as well as from some
specialized and provincial courts on Westlaw with the "Citing References" tab, as well as with the QuickCITE
citator service available on Quicklaw. The other method of updating cases is to use Canadian case citators or
"noter-uppers" in print. In order to completely update a case in a print citator, you must search it in each of the
series by case name and then go to the paper pamphlets that update the citations. The Canadian Legal
Research and Writing Guide includes a comparison and how-to guides for the major case citators. With the
passage in of the Canada Act, the British Parliament officially removed itself from the legislative structure of
Canada. Simultaneously, the Canadian Parliament passed the Constitution Act, , which consolidated all of the
various acts that were considered part of the Canadian Constitution and included a schedule of 30 laws, of
which 23 are still in effect. Since then there has been added to the Constitution the Constitution Act,
Representation. Z85 C35 is a bilingual commentary with citations to many cases. Bills are read three times in
parliament before becoming statutes. Until , the volumes were sessional, which means that they did not
correspond to the calendar year. Beginning with , they are annual volumes. Prior editions of the R. Statute
consolidation is now an ongoing process at the federal Justice Laws Website. Legislation in the online services
will include citing references from later case law and from secondary sources. Provincial The provincial
statutes are published in annual volumes. Quicklaw and Westlaw include citing references to statute sections
from later case law and commentary. CanLII also includes a legislative citator feature, which has limited
historical coverage but works well for citing cases within its scope of coverage. Regulations Certain statutes
enable federal or provincial executive agencies to create rules and regulations to govern various areas. These
rules and regulations, together with other subordinate legislation, such as orders and municipal by-laws, may
be referred to as regulations or statutory instruments. The most recent consolidation of regulations, the
Consolidated Regulations of Canada, KE , lists regulations under the name of the enabling statute.
Unfortunately, this work does not have an index, and access is only through the Table of Contents. Provincial
Provincial statutory instruments are researched in a similar fashion to federal ones. Each province also
publishes official gazettes that contain new regulations and amendments of the older ones. Check the online
catalog for library holdings of the particular province in which you are interested. Q83 provides a useful basic
background as well. General research guides listed in section III also include chapters on Quebec research.
This newest code became effective as of January 1, The code is in ten sections: There are also many Canadian
law dictionaries shelved in the reference collection, including The Dictionary of Canadian Law, 4th ed. D85
and Canadian Law Dictionary Ref. Citation Manuals The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation, 20th ed.
U55 contains an extensive list of sources and citation guidance for Canadian legal materials in Table 2.
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Developed by the McGill University Law Review, this guide has been adopted by several law reviews and
courts in Canada. It provides citation information in both English and French. Guide to Foreign and
International Legal Citations, 2d ed. Contains citation examples for Canadian statutes, case law, and secondary
sources. Periodicals Research services such as Westlaw and Lexis Advance include the full text of some
Canadian law reviews and legal journals in their legal periodical collections. Additional periodical materials
can be accessed via the online Index to Foreign Legal Periodicals.
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Miscellaneous Publications. The IP Boom at Duke Law School The Duke Law School Magazine's profile of the Center's
activities, with articles about the work of its Director, Jennifer Jenkins, on the Arts Project, and about co-founder James
Boyle's work on the information ecology.

Even before the formal establishment of the centre in , Duke was one of the most important universities in
advancing the knowledge of Canada. Boyd Professor of History. In the late s, only a few universities in
Canada offered the PhD in History, and given the climate of the time, it often proved difficult to justify
pursuing a Canadian topic even in Canada. Anglophone scholars studied under specialists in the history of the
British Commonwealth and Empire, one of the few ways that Canadian history could find its historiographical
niche. Distinguished scholars like Richard Preston at Duke played key roles in developing the nascent field of
Canadian Studies around the globe. From the mids, the Canadian government supported the expansion of
Canadian Studies in universities inside and outside the country, and they often encouraged private sector
benefactors that this goal was useful. As a result, different foundations emerged to fund academic activity to
promote the study of the country. The funds offered by the government and private funders were essential
pump-priming exercises, but it is important to emphasize that local universities and governments covered the
vast majority of salary and overhead costs. The return on the Canadian investments was extraordinary. For
four decades, the academic study of â€” and equally if not more important â€” university-level teaching on
Canada expanded around the globe. The umbrella organization for Canadian Studies scholars, the International
Council for Canadian Studies, estimates that there are over Canadianists around the globe. Many international
scholars decided to study the country because of their own intellectual interests, but Canadian government and
private sector funds helped to bring them to Canada to pursue research, develop their teaching capacities and
establish intellectual networks. But the context has now changed. What was the result of this decision? At
least three of the oldest associations in the US, UK and France had to let go of their long-serving
administrators, thus reducing their organizational capacity. Some of the international journals of Canadian
Studies have ceased to publish, eliminating a publication outlet for local Canadianists as well as Canada-based
scholars. Fewer scholarly conferences are taking place. A few of the associations struggle to exist. In a
previous activehistory. Against that negative backdrop, it is essential to recognize that a good deal of Canadian
Studies activity continues on the international stage. Many established and younger scholars continue to be
drawn to the study of the country for entirely legitimate intellectual reasons: People around the world have
good reasons to understand Canada. In fact, the government of the United Kingdom today could well benefit
from a deeper understanding of Canadian federalism and the challenges posed by successful nationalist
political parties at the sub-state level. Fortunately, around the globe, many university faculty and students
dedicate their time and energy to ensuring that Canadian Studies activities continue in their countries. If the
current Canadian government does not support international Canadian Studies, it is time for Canadians to
show that they do. The International Council for Canadian Studies has launched a crowd-sourcing campaign to
raise funds to support graduate student scholarships, internships and other activities. Its goals are modest, and
I hope that we can easily surpass them. Please consider a donation to the ICCS: Three of the eight voting
trustees of the Foundation are currently employees of the Canadian High Commission. High Commissioner
Gordon Campbell serves, as have previous High Commissioners, as an ex-officio observer.
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The Canadian Encyclopedic Digest is available to Duke Law students, faculty, and staff on Westlaw, through the path
International Materials > Canada > All Canadian Treatises.

Education[ edit ] Abou El Fadl holds a B. Abou El Fadl also has 13 years of instruction in Islamic
jurisprudence, grammar and eloquence in Egypt and Kuwait. He has served on the U. Publications[ edit ] His
recent works focus on authority, human rights, democracy and beauty in Islam and Islamic law. His book, The
Great Theft, delineated key differences between moderate and extremist Muslims, and was named one of the
Top Books of the year by Canadian newspaper The Globe and Mail. October The Search for Beauty in Islam:
Constitutionalism in Islamic Countries: Between Upheaval and Continuity eds. New Directions in Islamic
Thought: Exploring Reform and Muslim Tradition eds. Oxford Amnesty Lectures Chris Miller, Manchester
University Press, In Inside the Gender Jihad: Oneworld Publications, , pp. Our Forgotten Legacy" in: Islam in
Transition eds. John Donohue and John Esposito. Oxford University Press, , pp. With God on our Side:
Politics and Theology of the War on Terrorism, London: Amal Press, , pp. Does it exist and is it compatible
with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights? Does Human Rights Need God? Bucar and Barbra Barnett.
Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature, s. A Call for Retrospection" in: A Call for Reckoning: Religion and the
Death Penalty eds. Duke University Press, , pp. Human Rights and Responsibilities in the World Religions
eds. Joseph Runzo, Nancy M. Martin and Arvind Sharma. Reclaiming the Beautiful in Islam" in: Progressive
Muslims edited by Omid Safi. A Short History" in: Democracy and Islam in the New Constitution of
Afghanistan eds. Cheryl Benard and Nina Hachigian. Analyzing the War on Terrorism, London: Taking Back
Islam edited by Michael Wolfe. Rodale Press, , pp. Oxford University Press, Michigan Law Review, vol. The
Juristic Debates on the Conduct of War" in: Islamic Ethics of Life: Abortion, War, and Euthanasia edited by
Jonathan E. Handling Disputes with Non-Muslims" in: Trumping Realpolitik edited by Douglas Johnston.
States, Nations and Borders: The Ethics of Making Boundaries eds. Allen Buchanan and Margaret Moore.
Cambridge University Press, , pp. Beauty for Ashes Edited by John Farina. Crossroad Publishing Company, ,
pp. American Journal of Comparative Law 48 Islamic Legal Discourse on Muslim Minorities" in: Muslims on
the Americanization Path? Yvonne Haddad and John Esposito. Scholars Press, ; Oxford: A Response to
Edward B. Islam and Democracy edited by Richard Bulliet. Middle East Institute of Columbia University, A
Search for a Concept", Islamic Studies 31, no. Irregular Warfare and the Law of Rebellion in Islam" in: James
Turner Johnson and John Kelsay. Other[ edit ] "The Tragedy of Great Power: Is political Islam dead?
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[Durham, N.C.]: Duke University, Center for International Studies 4. Encounter with Canada: essays in the social
sciences: a publication in honor of Richard A. Preston.

Tales from the Public Domain: Original edition A documentary is being filmed. A cell phone rings, playing
the "Rocky" theme song. Can this be true? Follow its heroine Akiko as she films her documentary, and
navigates the twists and turns of intellectual property. Why do we have copyrights? Bound By Law reaches
beyond documentary film to provide a commentary on the most pressing issues facing law, art, property and
an increasingly digital world of remixed culture. It is designed for an introductory course in intellectual
property law, but the casebook can be adapted for use in a wide variety of courses. The book is free to
download or a printed copy can be purchased at cost. The materials are available under a Creative Commons
Attribution 3. Note that the CC license does not apply to the underlying cases which are in the public domain;
nor does it apply where your use is permitted by an applicable exception or limitation. It includes a number of
important international treaties and a chart comparing the various types of federal intellectual property rights
â€” their constitutional bases, subject matter, length, exceptions, and so on. Note that the CC license does not
apply to the underlying statutes and treaties which are in the public domain; nor does it apply where your use
is permitted by an applicable exception or limitation. In this book, Professor James Boyle introduces readers to
the idea of the public domain and describes its erosion through the current application of copyright, patent,
and trademark laws. Distinguished economists, political scientists, and legal experts discuss the implications
of the increasingly globalized protection of intellectual property rights for the ability of countries to provide
their citizens with such important public goods as basic research, education, public health, and environmental
protection. Such items increasingly depend on the exercise of private rights over technical inputs and
information goods, which could usher in a brave new world of accelerating technological innovation. Writing
in the Financial Times, Patti Waldmeir described the event this way: It was fascinating to see the sparks of
commonality among this diverse group. Warning that greed and shortsightedness threaten to despoil
innovation the way a previous frontier-minded generation despoiled the natural environment, a series of
speakers urged the group to consider itself as an environmental movement for the new millennium - guarding
collectively against the encroachment of proprietary intellectual-property rights. Might it be the doctors who,
in the course of removing your spleen, decode a few cells and turn them into a patented product? In the
Supreme Court of California said yes, marking another milestone on the information superhighway. Jefferson
Powell The original text of the Constitution grants Congress the power to create a regime of intellectual
property protection. The first amendment, however, prohibits Congress from enacting any law that abridges
the freedoms of speech and of the press. In this eloquent and passionate book, Lange and Powell argue that the
First Amendment imposes absolute limits upon claims of exclusivity in intellectual property and expression,
and strips Congress of the power to restrict personal thought and free expression in the name of intellectual
property rights. Critical concepts in intellectual property law, Arti K. In this volume, Professor Rai brings
together a wide range of articles that reveal the important role of intellectual property law in the formation and
development of the dynamic and economically significant biotechnology industry. The fifth edition provides
legal, clinical, and empirical materials for courses on mental disability law, the mental health professions, and
criminal mental health law. New materials cover the Virginia Tech shooting, the right to refuse treatment,
Clark v. Quarterman, and Indiana v. In addition, existing materials have been restructured and new topics have
been introduced, enhancing both the depth and breadth of coverage and facilitating short forays into optional
topics. Analysis and Proposal The costs of an inadequate system of access to orphan works are huge: In the
cases where the work is truly an orphan work, those costs are tragic because they are completely unnecessary.
This report describes the orphan works problem, and offers a proposal to fix it. At a time when digital
technologies allow for more sophisticated and cheaper restoration and distribution of old films, uncertainty
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about copyright status has impeded restoration efforts. Worse still, in most cases the films are completely
unavailable to the public even for simple viewing. This report describes these problems in detail. Read the
whole feature here Find articles by Center members.
Chapter 6 : International Index to Black Periodicals - Full Text, Table of Contents
Canadian Association of Slavists ~ Canadian Slavonic Papers "The Canadian Association of Slavists is an organization
of teachers and scholars in the field of Slavic and related studies in Canada for the purpose of improving and advancing
such studies.".

Chapter 7 : â€œIf Stephen Harper doesnâ€™t support Canadian Studies, why should we?â€• â€“ calendrie
Rhett Sangster, Canada. Masters in International Development Policy, Duke University. Rhett has worked as a Foreign
Service officer for the Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) since
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The OpenNet Initiative (ONI) is a collaborative partnership of four leading academic institutions: the Citizen Lab at the
Munk Centre for International Studies, University of Toronto; Berkman Center for Internet & Society at Harvard
University; the Advanced Network Research Group at the Cambridge Security Programme, University of Cambridge;
and.
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â€¢ Other domestic programs: The Fletcher School at Tufts University, Duke University, Stanford Center for
International Security and Cooperation, Harvard Management and Leadership School, Heinz.
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